
MARINE LOSSES.
In our last number we gave » lift of the marie» 

disaster» that have occurred on oar lakes and 
rive* since the opening of navigation in 1M7. 
The direct bases sustained, we estimated at 
about 1150,000, which must be conmdend a hugs 
sum seeiiç that the worst part of the mason has 
not been reached. In 1865 the looses were esti
mated at *400,000. It is of imp* 
to ascertain, if possible, the cause 
waste of property, and whether
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dsrtook to Seat a magnificent mis 
Toronto market but succeeded oi . _
himself la the Toronto jail. This should prove a 
warning to thorn desirous of investing money.

A Good PnoncM.—The stock of the Goderich 
Suit Company is selling at 145 per cent
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justified by facts in asserting that folly one half of 
them marine looms age occasioned by want of skill 
by carelessness on the part of thorn navigating or 
our vessels. Accident follows accident without 
provoking enquiry. Vessels are run ashore, or 
on rocks, cargoes are damaged or destroyed, Hvm 
are lost, but no investigation takas pleas The 
owners get their insurance money and no matter 
bow glaring the cam may be, everything b 
smoothed over. Insurance companies are either 
unwilling or afraid to incur ill will by raising ques
tions of carelessness, and we bare no competing 
tribunal to take upon itself the burden of investi
gation. When property Is destroyed by fire an 
inquest may be held to prove tbs circnmsfu— 
connected with it, bet heavy marine loams may 
occur through the grossest carrlrmnnm or alwuluts 
ignorance of the first principles of navigatisn 
without exciting , mare than a passing remark.

There is no machinery to be set in motion tor 
arriving at the EacU of the earn so that a virtual 
impunity is enjoyed by a clam of persons who aw 
placed in pbaitioes of trust and confidence. Sure
ly such a state of allairs calls for serious consider
ation on the part of all interested in our inland 
navigation. Why should not we have maries 
accident inquests I Our commercial marine, al
ready large, is steadily increasing and a large por
tion of our ag-ivultarai ani mineral products 
reaches market by water carriage.

But not only is it the cam that we have no official 
enquiry into the causes of accidents to vessels 
but the qualifications of masters are without test, 
and our lake mariners are not asked or expected to 
sign articles. Under our law s maman can leave 
hi» veasel at the very moment he is moat wanted. 
If his vessel be strnded he may in many instances 
discharge himself and demand extra wages while 
getting her off, or enjoy his pipe while other 
people are doing his work. In the States, mas
ters and mates of passnngw steam weeels are all 
examined and obliged to hold certificate» of 
qualification. The custom house there requins 
copies of agreements signed by each man in a 
crew. If an American lake mariner leaves Ms 
vessel before hi* agreement has terminated he can 
be imprisoned and fined. If them rules am 
necessary on the other side of the lake, they a* 
just as necemary hero. The three principal point» 
enforced by the Imperial Board of Trade are the 
examination and registration of masters sad mates, 
the signing of articles of agreement by seamen, 
and the formations of boards at the chief mercan
tile porta for the purpose of inquiring into 
accidenta.

It would be inadvisable, perhaps, to m*ke any 
sudden change in the requirements from Mstsm
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THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
The report presented by the directors at the 

late annual meeting disclose» a satisfactory state 
of affairs. The receipt* have increased while the 
working expense» have been reduced to 481 per 
cat, which is about tile English late. The 
agreement between the companies has gone into 
effect and is being acted up to. At present it 
is impossible to tell how the agreement is affect
ing both lines as the book* hare not yet been 
scrutinized, but we think that it it will benefit 
the trade of the Province. By it amalgamation 
is rendered unnecessary and therefore undesirable. 
The Detroit and Milwaukee road is doing re
markably well, beating even the Great Western, 
the traffic per mile of the former being £50 14 S 
per mile, rod that of the latter, £49 1 1.

THE CANADA COMPANY.
Very serious complaints are made in and about 

Goderich, against the policy of the Canada Com
pany. It is alleged that the Company will not 
sell their lands without reservations of such a 
character as to interfere seriously with the pro
gress of the locality. The salt trade of Goderich 
is progressing rapidly, and if enterprise had a 
fair chance, it would attract capital ; but the 
Company in their sales reserve all minéral». It 
is a sort of dog in the manger business. The 
discovery of salt has increased the value of the 
lands very much ; but the Company will neither 
go ta work to put down wells nor allow others to 
do so without exacting a royalty. The matter is' 
worthy of the moot serious attention on th| pert 
of our legislators.

BANK STATEMENT.
The Bank Statement for September, which we 

publish elsewhere, shows an increase from August 
on paid up capital of nearly $200,000, of which 
$152,818 was in the Bank of Commerce. Circu
lation aras augmented about $1,000,000, as is 
usual at this season of the year when trade is 
active ; it is still much below the figures of the 

ie date for the two previous years. Deposits 
not bearing interest are millions larger, rod 
there is an increase of over $100,000 in interest 
bearing deposits, making the total inerwae in the 
deposit line quite important A reduction of 
over $400,000 has at the same time occurred in 
the amount of specie and Provincial notes held 
by the banks, but most of them have no doubt 
strengthened this department, in view of recent 
developments. Discounts are larger by about 3j 
millions, the present being the highest point at 
which this item ever stood during the history of 
banking in Canada—$53.222,982. The October 
Maternal will, unless the figure for the Commer
cial Bank shall have been withdrawn, show » 
Mill larger expansion, as the fall business had not 
fcirly set in at the commencement of the current 
month. A great gap will be made by the with
drawal of those figures from the returns, but not 
greater than that in the pockets rod tills of the 
tonnera, business men and other classes of the 
country.


